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1. What is the frequency of a wave that travels 20 m/s with a wavelength of 200 meters?

A. 0.10 Hz

B. 4.0 Hz

C. 10 Hz

D. 4000 Hz

 

2. Gamma rays are sometimes used to detect flaws in metal structures such as bridges. Why are
gamma rays more useful for this application than x-rays?

A. Gamma rays have a shorter wavelengths so they able to penetrate metal objects.

B. Gamma rays have a lower frequencies so they able to penetrate metal objects.

C. Metal objects absorb gamma radiation but they are not affected by x-rays.

D. Metal objects reflect gamma radiation but they allow x-rays to pass through.

 

3. Use the two sound wave patterns from an oscilloscope to answer the question that follows.

How does Wave 1 compare to Wave 2?

A. Wave 1 is louder and higher pitched than Wave 2.

B. Wave 1 is quieter and higher pitched than Wave 2.

C. Wave 1 is louder and lower pitched than Wave 2.

D. Wave 1 is quieter and lower pitched than Wave 2.

 

4. The human hearing range is 20-20,000 hertz. A sound Peggy heard was measured at 15,000
hertz. Which characteristic best describes the sound wave that Peggy heard?

A. fast speed

B. high frequency

C. large amplitude

D. long wavelength
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5.

Which of these types of electromagnetic radiation has the lowest frequency?

A. Visible Light

B. X-Ray

C. Gamma Ray

D. Radio Wave

 

6. Which of the following shows how to calculate the energy of gamma radiation with a frequency
of hertz and a wavelength of meters?

A.

B.

C.

D.

 

7. What is the frequency of a radio wave with a wavelength of ?

A.

B.

C.

D.

 

8. Light rays are focused by the lens of a camera through the process of

A. reflection.

B. refraction.

C. dispersion.

D. diffraction.
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9. A light wave travels through the air, passes through glass, and then travels back into the air.

Which best describes what is happening to the light when it passes from the air and travels
through the glass?

A. The light wave is refracted.

B. The light wave is diffused.

C. The light wave is reflected.

D. The light wave is diffracted.

 

10. Sound waves and ocean waves are similar in that both

A. are longitudinal waves.

B. have the same frequency.

C. carry energy from one place to another.

D. carry a medium from one place to another.

 

11. Which type of wave displaces its medium in the direction of its propagation?

A. light

B. sound

C. water ripple

D. shaken rope

 

12. During a baseball game, fans in the stands create a “wave” by standing up from their chairs
when the wave arrives at their location. Which sentence classifies this type of wave and its
particle motion?

A. It is a transverse wave in which the particles of the wave move in a direction parallel to the wave motion.

B. It is a longitudinal wave in which the particles of the wave move in a direction parallel to the wave motion.

C. It is a transverse wave in which the particles of the wave move in a direction perpendicular to the wave
motion.

D. It is a longitudinal wave in which the particles of the wave move in a direction perpendicular to the wave
motion.
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13. The data table shows several colors of light with associated wavelengths, frequencies, and
speeds.

Which is an observable pattern based on the data?

A. An increase in the wavelength of light is associated with an increase in the frequency of the wave.

B. An increase in the frequency of light is associated with an increase in the speed of the light.

C. There is an inverse relationship between the wavelength and the frequency of light.

D. There is a direct relationship between the frequency and the speed of light.

 

14. When a pencil is placed in a cup of water, the pencil looks bent.

What does this demonstration show?

A. reflection

B. refraction

C. interference

D. diffraction

 

15. Which statement below correctly describes water?

A. Water is a an ionic crystalline compound.

B. The atoms in a water molecule are bonded covalently.

C. A sample of water has a definite volume and a definite shape.

D. A water molecule consists of two atoms of hydrogen and two atoms of oxygen.

 

16. A black box and a white box are in a poorly lit room. Why is the white box easier for the eye to
detect?

A. The black box refracts light, and the white box absorbs light.

B. The black box absorbs light, and the white box reflects light.

C. The black box reflects light, and the white box absorbs light.

D. The black box absorbs light, and the white box refracts light.
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17. As Wave 1 moves to the right, what will the boat do?

A. move up and to the left

B. move up and then down

C. move to the top of the wave and stay there

D. move to the right and stay in front of the wave

 

18. Two waves have the following waveforms.

Which conclusion can best be supported by the illustrations?

A. Wave A has higher frequency.

B. Wave A is an ultraviolet wave.

C. Wave B has greater energy.

D. Wave B is a visible light wave.

 

19. Which of the following would produce a longitudinal wave?

A. plucking a string on a harp

B. making a standing wave in a string

C. dropping a stone into a pond of water

D. sending a compression wave through a spring toy

 

20. Different types of atoms or molecules emit unique patterns of light. Astronomers can classify
objects in the universe by identifying gases in the object. A spectral line at 115 gigahertz
identifies carbon monoxide (CO). What characteristic does this measure on the light spectrum?

A. amplitude

B. frequency

C. ohms

D. wavelength
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21. Which of these uses sound waves to locate underwater objects?

A. radar

B. sonar

C. telescope

D. microscope

 

22. What is the speed of a 2-Hz wave that has a wavelength of 10 m?

A.

B.

C.

D.

 

23. A radio wave with a wavelength of 2 meters passed from Medium Y into Medium Z. The
wavelength changes to 1.3 meters.

Which best explains how the wave changed as it moved from Medium Y into Medium Z.

A. The speed decreased.

B. The energy decreased.

C. The amplitude increased.

D. The frequency increased.

 

24. The range of all forms of radiant energy is called the

A. video spectrum.

B. audio spectrum.

C. color spectrum.

D. electromagnetic spectrum.

 

25. What takes place as a light wave enters a denser medium?

A. it is reflected

B. it is absorbed

C. it is refracted

D. it is compressed
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26. Water is dripping off of a bridge into a still lake. After one of the drops of water hits the surface
of the lake, rings moved outward from the center where the drop hit.

Which statement best describes what happened after the drop hit the still water?

A. Forces in the water decreased.

B. Energy in the water decreased.

C. Energy flowed through the water in waves.

D. Forces in the water collided with each other.

 

27. The frequency of a wave is measured in

A. hertz.

B. meters.

C. hertz/second.

D. meters/minute.

 

28. The electromagnetic spectrum shows the wavelength and frequencies of light.

How is infrared radiation different from visible light?

A. It is invisible and has an amplitude lower than visible light.

B. It is invisible and has a longer wavelength than visible light.

C. It has a shorter wavelength and lower frequency than visible light.

D. It has a longer wavelength and higher frequency than visible light.
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29. A light beam strikes a plane mirror at an angle of 30° from the normal as shown in the diagram.

Which diagram shows the angle of reflection for the light beam?

A.

B.

C.

D.

 

30. Unlike radio waves, microwaves can be used for cooking. Which property is responsible for the
difference in behavior between microwaves and radio waves?

A. Microwaves travel at a lower temperature than radio waves.

B. Radio waves have longer wavelengths than microwaves.

C. Radio waves have higher amplitude than microwaves.

D. Microwaves have a greater density than radio waves.
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31. Which object is best used to demonstrate the bending of light as it passes through a substance?

A. convex lens

B. flat mirror

C. opaque rod

D. concave mirror

 

32. What is the velocity of a wave with a frequency of 1,000,000 hertz and a wavelength of 10,000
meters?

A.

B.

C.

D.

 

33. Two waves travel at the same speed. The frequency of wave A is 1000 Hz, and the frequency of
wave B is 4000 Hz. Wavelength A is

A. one-quarter the length of wavelength B.

B. one-half the length of wavelength B.

C. equal to the length of wavelength B.

D. four times the length of wavelength B.

 

34. What kind of energy transfer occurs when an earthquake produces a large ocean wave called a
tsunami?

A. Water molecules transfer energy by moving from rock to land.

B. Electromagnetic waves transfer energy from water to land.

C. Mechanical waves transfer energy from rock to water.

D. Heat transfers energy from water to rock.

 

35. Emily’s younger sister Amy has just learned that radio waves, like X-rays, are a form of
electromagnetic energy. Amy asks Emily why radio waves aren’t dangerous like X-rays. Which
answer is most accurate?

A. Radio waves have a lower energy than X-rays.

B. Radio waves have a lower velocity than X-rays.

C. Radio waves have a greater amplitude than X-rays.

D. Radio waves have a greater frequency than X-rays.

 

36. An object is placed in front of a plane mirror. Which statement best describes the image
produced by the mirror?

A. The image is in front of the mirror and upright.

B. The image is in front of the mirror and inverted.

C. The image is behind the mirror and upright.

D. The image is behind the mirror and inverted.
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37. A single beam of light is shone into a glass containing milky water.

Which statement best describes why the beam of light bends downward?

A. The milk blocks the passage of light through the water.

B. The light is moving from air into another medium.

C. The force of gravity affects light more when it is in a liquid.

D. The farther light is from its source, the slower it moves.

 

38. Which has the longest wavelength?

A. red light

B. green light

C. violet light

D. yellow light

 

39. Which statement best describes the nature of sound?

A. Sound travels fastest in air.

B. Sound travels faster than light.

C. Sound travels as longitudinal waves.

D. Sound travels as transverse waves.

 

40. Which of the following is not an example of a transverse wave?

A. light from a star

B. sound from a tuning fork

C. ripple on pond surface

D. vibration of a guitar string
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